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FITTING INSTRUCTIONS  

Lockable Brackets to Suit Keyed Switches 

LS11001 LS11001/7      LS13011 LS13011/7 

Installation 

 If switch to be supplied, mount as near to the battery as possible, allowing for access for a padlock to the 

bracket 

 The measurement from the centre hole (20 mm) to the pin holes (7 mm) is 20.5mm. 41 mm to outside 

centres 

 Remove the switch-retaining nut leaving the switch in its mounting position 

 Slip the locking bracket partially on to the switch boss 

 Thread the Ezy Key through the switch locking washer and retaining nut and locate the key into the switch 

slot 

 Ensure the key is correctly positioned and the key retaining bar on the bracket is on the top of the key 

 It may be necessary to tilt and turn the bracket slightly to facilitate correct fitment 

 Tighten locknut to secure the bracket and switch assembly 

 Support the switch body when tightening to prevent twisting on the pin 

 If the LED is to be fitted, provide permanent fused positive feed to the red-sheathed wire, and connect 

the black to the switched side of the master switch 

 It must turn off when isolated 

 DO NOT bend the key retaining bar to facilitate fitting of this device 

 The preferred panel thickness is 5 - 6mm, any less than this and the key will jam on the inside of the 

bracket, unless a spacer washer is used between the switch and the inside panel 

 

Important Notes 
 When installed correctly this bracket will permanently retain the key in the switch and will only be able to 

be locked in the off position. 

 Once installed, always ensure isolation is effective before commencing work. 

 Manufactured from 2mm stainless steel 

 


